STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the circle next to your choice(s). Mark: 

FEDERAL OFFICES

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT:

DATE OF ELECTION: NOVEMBER 8, 2004

VOTE FOR ONE

President and Vice President

John McCain and Sarah Palin

BARRY OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN

Barack Obama and Joe Biden

CYPRESS MCKINNEY AND ROH CLEMONS

Cypress McKinney and Roh Clements

TODD GILBERT AND N. MONTGOMERY

Todd Gilbert and N. Montgomery

BARYN RAKE AND MATT SEABURY

Baryn Rake and Matt Seabury

BOB BAHN AND MARK A. ROCK

Bob Bahn and Mark A. Rock

ROCK BACH AND DABRELL COWELL

Rock Bach and Dabrell Cowell

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS

SPECIAL ELECTION FOR SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 367 (Green Lake-Wisconsin) To vote for one

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 367 (Green Lake-Wisconsin) VOTE FOR ONE

CITY OFFICES

CITY OF HOWARD-LAKE

Mayor

RICHARD A. LAMMERS

State Representatives

DEAN MARSH

Dave蝲 Marsh

DAVIS DART

Davis Dart

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 58

VOTE FOR ONE

OREGON

STATE OFFICES

VOTE FOR ONE

DATE OF ELECTION: NOVEMBER 8, 2004

NO

COUNTY OFFICES

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2

Yvonne W. Hayes

JERRY LARRY T. SCHWERMER

JAYCEE JOHNSTONE

NANCY KOMMERMA

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 4

BRUCE KROMER

ROSS MARKER

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 5

DOUG DARCHEN

LYNNE FASION

CITY OFFICES

CITY OF HOWARD-LAKE
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